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In a fourth aspect it was merely another chapter in the world-long struggle between Secularism and
Clericalism, between an organisation claiming authority in virtue of its guardianship' of the arcana of Divine
knowledge, the hidden wisdom of the Almighty, and the frankly human organliatlon of the State; and in this
contest the State was the aggressor, and reclaimed for itself much which it declared the Church to have
acquired upon false pretences. Given this evident insecurity, it was with remarkable confidence that Elizabeth
and her advisors addressed those complicated problems of domestic and foreign policy arising from a new
restoration of Protestantism. Essays in Honour of J. Google Scholar 5. There is no evidence of any great
hostility towards the church and its institutions before the Reformation; on the contrary, both the English
episcopate and parish clergy seem to have been, by the standards of other European lands, both well-trained
and living without scandal. That same year, Parliament passed the Pardon to Clergy Act  The frustration of
reform measures in the Parliaments of and led some into formal separation. In , the English Bible was
published under sanction of the government and allowed to be freely distributed. She was cultured and is the
disputed author of several songs and poems. Cromwell never became chancellor. Henry claimed that this lack
of a male heir was because his marriage was "blighted in the eyes of God". Clement also feared the wrath of
Catherine's nephew, Holy Roman Emperor Charles V , whose troops earlier that year had sacked Rome and
briefly taken the Pope prisoner. After all Henry had been a notable champion of the papacy in the quarrel with
Martin Luther. Henry refused these conditions. To avoid too much outcry, Henry started on the less powerful
houses and confiscated their property making their buildings unsuitable to use. English historian Geoffrey
Elton called this act an "essential ingredient" of the "Tudor revolution" in that it expounded a theory of
national sovereignty. For all the glories of hindsight, there are many ironies in this unlikely turn of events.
Marshall ed. The Act Concerning Peter's Pence and Dispensations outlawed the annual payment by
landowners of one penny to the Pope. Consequently, in the same year the Act of First Fruits and Tenths
transferred the taxes on ecclesiastical income from the Pope to the Crown. Henry appointed Thomas Cranmer
to succeed him as Archbishop of Canterbury. On the other hand, few were prepared to defy the King to defend
the threatened institutions of the old church. Henry VIII was not a Protestant nor ever would be, although
some historians have speculated on a possible change of mind right at the end of his life. History Review, Dec
, Issue 62, p  Bush, The Pilgrimage of Grace Manchester,  Zwingli at Zurich. Thomson, The Later Lollards,
â€” London, , pp. In the matter of the annulment, no progress seemed possible. As the head of the Church, he
has all authority to make all decisions regarding the Church and religious matters. Some were sold to wealthy
gentry as country estates and others became building materials for local inhabitants. Finally, in , Parliament
passed the Act against the Pope's Authority , which removed the last part of papal authority still legal. Anne
arrived at court in as maid of honour to Queen Catherine, having spent some years in France being educated
by Queen Claude of France. Once this and the divorce were achieved, the king moved to take control over
much of the Church's property through the dissolution of the monasteries. Laxity of discipline was prevalent in
most monastic establishments, and rank immorality in some of them. Ryrie, Alec.


